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Rotorua N.Z.D.A Branch Calendar
Ring coordinators for more information.
Phone numbers listed on inner backpage.

Calendar of the Club’s regular monthly events:
Committee Meeting
Working Bees
Range Shoots*
Socials
Party Hunts**

Last Monday of each month
2nd Saturday of each month
3rd Sunday of each month
4th Wednesday of each month
4th Weekend of each month

*Regular Club Hunting and Trophy Shoots. For extra range shoots and 300m shoots please
refer to Yearly Range Calendar.
Inductions will be completed only during range shoots
**Some party Hunts may be on different dates, see programme.
Cover Photo: Young Amber shooting at 300m shoot Sunday 14th October
If you have a photograph that would be suitable for the cover please contact the newsletter
editor at amynattrass@gmail.com
Advertising Prices: If you would like to advertise in this publication, costs are as follows:
Full page $150 (for 11 issues)
Half Page $75 (for 11 issues)
Single issue adverts can be arranged if required
DISCLAIMER: As the contents of this magazine come from various sources, the opinions or
ideas expressed are not necessarily endorsed by this committee or by National Executive, nor
may they conform to branch or national policy. The official publication of the NZDA is the ‘NZ
Hunting and Wildlife’

Newsletter Hard Copies:
If anyone would prefer a newsletter as a hard copy their will be 15 hard copies at the
outdoorsman- help yourself
Emails: If you are not receiving emails with club updates and would like to please notify us atnzdarotorua@gmail.com
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President’s report September 2018
Hi all,
So, what’s the go?
Well as mentioned in the last report we held the working bee to install the 50M bullet catcher
stands and poured the pads for the two lifters at 300.
Those who did front up, despite the cool weather did so on time, some even earlier as the
Honey man Phil arrived at 8.am so we started into it.
Phil’s trailer crane was a piece of engineering and we would have been stuffed without it.
We had Graham Atkinson arrive and he did awesome job of weed eating all the 100/200m
ranges. Another bloke rocked up later in the piece and he buzzed up the 300m in places so
thanks heap’s you guys.
With one team working on the 50m, Andy and myself started out digging the lifter pads, shite
that was a bad idea, that ground was tough, but we got it done with the aid of the Midgley mob.
So, the poles are in as are the pads at the 300.
Dennis and I went out labour weekend Sunday and have fitted the first lifter in and bolted it
down, however we have to do a wee modification to get the back hold down bolts sorted.!!
So big thanks to the team that did manage to front up, was a great effort by all.
So those of you who feel left out we will run another soon the finish the framework at the 50m so
see you then perhaps?
Elvis accompanied me to the Submissions on the Manaaki Holdings proposal, which was both a
learning curve and interesting, it may be a tough call so will wait and see.
Two important events coming up- we are hosting the Pacific Regionals and cooking a roast
lunch the first day and BBQ the second as fund raisers for the range, so we will need some help
with food prep and cooking etc, dates are 10/11 Nov.
The next will be Junior SWAZI and Christmas shoot, so get the kids ready and be out there to
help, with BBQ- date is Sunday 2nd of December.
Just finished meeting the new council guy Simon Alefosio Tuck, he is our landlord and a good
bloke. He was impressed with what we have done and are doing so that’s all good for the future
of our range.
Well that’s my lot for now
Cheers
Colin
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Rotorua Branch Range Report
N.Z.D.A. ROTORUA RANGE REPORT SEPTEMBER 2018.
Sat 1st C.N.I.G.C. Service rifle club day.
Sunday 2nd 300M target shoot the usual regulars turned up and I was busy with
inductions, did not manage to shoot.
Saturday 8th Was our regular working bee, 3 people turned up for an induction and two
started working. The induction completed the three joined the other two and as I had to
leave early I gave them the task of cleaning up all stones and other rubbish off 100 &
200M range floor so safe to mow. They were asked to leave the material so collected in
tidy heaps so I could collect with the trailer later in the week. Tuesday I arrived with the
trailer and must say they did an excellent job and the rubbish has been removed to
eventually end up in a big hole we may have to fill. Thank you very much guys.
Sunday 16th Deer target shoot, Thankfully the 300M range has dried out considerably
and as per usual I had an induction to do and the regular half dozen or so enjoyed a
time of stretching their barrels and trying to hold steady after moving forward to shorter
distances.
Coming Events:
October:
Saturday & Sunday 6th & 7th Service rifle Rapids Shoot.
Saturday 13th Working bee.
Sunday 14th 300M target shoot..
Sunday 28th .22 Metallic Silhouette shoot.
November:
Saturday 3rd C.N.I.G.C. Service rifle club day.
Sunday 4th 300M target shoot.
Friday 9th – Sunday 11th Service Rifle P.R.S.C. Championships.
Please note the whole range will be closed for casual shooting ove these three days.
Also there will not be a designated working bee this month.
Sunday 18th 100, 200M 3P target shoot, this is a change to original annual program.
December:
Saturday 1st C.N.I.G.C. Service rifle club day.
Sunday 2nd Swazi Junior shoot and Christmas B.B.Q.
Time to reload,
Malcolm P.

____________________________________________________
N.Z.D.A Rotorua is online
Check Out https://www.nzdarotorua.org.nz/
____________________________________________________
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For Sale.
Cartridge brass:
.308 Federal 1xfired 150 available $15 -00 per 100.
>222 P.M.C. 1xFired 400 available $10-00 per 100.
Live ammo:
.308 military F.M.J. M.F. head stamp 90 rounds $75-00 per 100 = $67-50

Rifle scopes:
Tasco 4x40 wide field $75-00.
Eagle 4x32 $45-00
Loading Dies:
Lee .303 2 die set incl shell holder and instructions and storage drum, $65-00
Malcolm Perry 027 625 9608.
____________________________________________________________________________

Rotorua N.Z.D.A Provisional Calendar for 2018
November:
Saturday 3rd: C.N.I.G.C Service rifle club day
Sunday 4th: D.A. 300M target shoot
Friday 9th- Sunday 11th: Service Rifle P.R.S.C Championship. Please note there will be no
casual shooting at any of the ranges over these 3 days.
Sunday 18th: .22 Metallic Silhouette shoot

December:
Saturday 1st: C.N.I.G.C service rifle club day
Sunday 2nd: Swazi Junior shoot and Christmas BBQ

Please Note: Inductions will only be done on NZDA range shoots
____________________________________________________________________________

Positions Available
We require a person to look after clubrooms and take bookings etc.
If you are interested contact Mark Slade on 07 349 5630 or 027 4988 911.
Someone in this position would be highly appreciated and a huge help for our club.
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300m shoot- 14/10/2018
A good turn out with 6 shooters turing up, Requiring 2 details.
The standout of the day was 10 year old Amber having a go a 300m with a .22 Savage
Rascal and open sights! And hitting the target a couple times. It just goes to show its all
about attitude and giving things a go.
The first round of shooting were sighting shots and practise.
The second round it was decided to do a impromptu 5 round scoring match.
The scores were
Mel
35
Sara
43.1
Krystel
11 (shooting a open sight M48 Yugo Mauser)
Amber
10 (shooting a open sight .22 Rascal and bet her dad)
Aaron
44
Bob
3 (shooting a open sight M48 Yugo Mauser)
For those that are interested Ambers hold over was to image a target on top of the
target and aim at the top of it (1 ½ Targets high)
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Range rules
Entering the Range: The gate on Mead Road should be kept closed; this is to keep out stray
members of the public. The range gate should be kept locked unless there is a club shoot in
progress in which case it will be secured open. When shooting is to take place, the red warning
flag next to the gate must be raised. The flag next to the 200mtr mound should be raised if that
range is to be used. Raise the flag by the 300mtr mound if that range is to be used. The
lanyards are to be secured to prevent them becoming tangled by the wind. Enter your name(s)
in one of the log books located in the 200mtr and 300mtr mounds.
Range Layout: There are four shooting distances available at the range, 50mtr, 100mtr, 200mtr
and 300mtr. There is a backstop and target placement area for each distance. Target frames
are provided but shooters may use their own. Targets must only be sited between the red
marker posts and immediately in front of the backstops. Targets must not be placed mid range,
if it is necessary to shoot at a non standard distance then the target must still be sited
immediately in front of one of the backstops and the shooter must move closer to the target.
The backstops are there to confine shots to the range area. All shooting must be directly
downrange, shooting at an angle to the line of the range is strictly not permitted as it carries the
risk of shots leaving the range area and entering the adjacent club’s land. Some changes to
these arrangements may be permitted for certain occasions and by prearrangement.
Range Operation: Generally there will not be a range officer present. Any rifle that is not in use
must have a chamber flag fitted. Shooters must not handle any rifle when other shooters are out
on the range. Shooters must work together to make sure that it is safe before anyone enters a
range and make sure that everyone has a clear understanding when the range is closed and
when it is open. The 200mtr and 300mtr ranges are provided with a hand held red flag. When
shooters are using the range and people may be down range (setting targets or using one of the
shorter distances), to make the status clear, the flag must be displayed by placing the handle in
the socket in the ground located just in front of the firing line. Magazines must not be loaded
until immediately before use. The 200mtr and 300mtr ranges can be operated independently.
Shooters must not leave any rifle unattended. Unattended means not under the close
supervision of a firearms licence holder.
Range Standing Orders: The range standing orders give an overview of the range operation and
include the steps to be taken in the event of a serious accident. The standing orders are issued
with each range key and are also displayed in the 200mtr covered mound. Supervision of
Minors and Unlicensed Shooters: The law states that all unlicensed shooters must be under
close supervision by the licence holder. This means that the license holder will not be shooting
and the license holder will only be supervising one non licence holder at any time.
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Toilets: There are two ‘long drop’ toilets; please keep the doors closed when not in use to avoid
the weather getting at the toilet rolls.
Keep the Range Clean: There is no litter collection at the range; please take your rubbish away
with you.
Mead Road: Members are reminded that Mead Road is maintained largely by the Rotorua
NZDA. To keep wear and tear to a minimum the road has a speed limit of 25 KPH if you witness
any driver speeding then speak to the offender or report the incident to a committee member.
Take Note: Members are privileged to have unrestricted use of a range such as ours, please
make sure you respect this privilege, if you witness any behaviour that you think is unsafe or
inappropriate then speak to the offender and if necessary report the incident to a committee
member.

New Visitor procedure

The Rotorua Branch of the NZDA
Visitors to the Rifle Range
A reminder to members.
In order to shoot, visitors must either:
1. For casual visitors. Pay the $10 range fee, and enter his or her name in the sign in book
and fill in name, address and contact details on one of the ‘Day Membership’ slips, this
gives the visitor day membership of the Rotorua Branch of the NZDA. The fee and
completed slip should be put into the secure cash box on the door of the right hand
container
2. For those participating in NZDA committee authorised events run by other groups at the
Rotorua Branch range (for instance, CNIGC shoots), the individual(s) must be a member
of the group running the shoot
Visitors (ie. Persons who are not members of the Rotorua Branch of the New Zealand
Deerstalkers Association) are otherwise not allowed to shoot at the Rotorua Branch rifle
range.
Colin Peterson, President:
Date: 28th May 2018
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Working Bee- 13/10/2018
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Work done on the working bee.
- Poles for the 50m range bullet trap were lifted in place and concreted in.
- Holes dug behind the 300m mound, boxed and concrete pads poured for new target
lifters.
- General tidy up and weed-eating done.

Wanted
Stories for newsletters.
Any interesting articles.
Any photos of your hunting trips.
Anything to buy or sell?
Send to editor at amynattrass@gmail.com
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In the News:
South Island Himalayan tahr cull cops hunting flak (19th September 2018)
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/news/107193939/south-island-himalayan-tahr-cull-cops-hu
nting-flak
Hunters claim South Canterbury stands to lose a big chunk of money if a proposed Department
of Conservation cull of Himalayan tahr goes ahead.
DOC wants to remove 10,000 tahr of an estimated 35,000 tahr on public conservation land,
including the Aoraki Mt Cook and Westland/Tai Poutini National Parks prior to November.
The proposal wants to cull 3000 male tahr and 7000 "other" tahr, which will be a mix of nannies,
juveniles and kids from public conservation land, not including the ones removed at the
Aoraki/Mt Cook and Westland/Tai Poutini National Parks, where there is a target of "zero
density" of tahr.
DOC will also work with New Zealand Deerstalkers Association, Safari Club International and
Game Animal Council, WARO operators and professional mountain guides to remove a further
7500 tahr from public conservation land.
Tom Jones, of Tom Jones Trophy Hunting, whose business frequently guides trophy hunters in
public conservation land in South Canterbury, said the cull could be the final straw for the
commercial tahr hunting industry on conservation land.
"I've scarcely slept since they first announced the proposed cull on Friday. It is looking pretty
dismal, DOC and the minister have pushed this proposal through with no real thought on what it
could do for businesses like ours," Jones said
"It's a multi-million dollar industry that's under threat. People come from all over the world to
trophy hunt."
According to DOC's tahr management plan, which was ratified in 1993, DOC is supposed to
limit the number to 10,000 overall.
New Zealand Deerstalkers' Association spokesman Bill O'Leary said a lot had changed in the 25
years since the tahr management plan was first ratified.
"You've had tenure review, and places like Mesopotamia and Lilybank Station come into crown
ownership. This has increased the area that the tahr roam. The plan also ignores the
phenomenal increase in recreational and commercial hunting of the tahr," he said.
"You're looking at a whole commercial industry under threat. It's both guided hunting, and the
commercial recovery of animals for meat."
"That's a big chunk of money, and to be honest, a lot of it is tied in your area of Timaru to
Aoraki/Mt Cook."
O'Leary said the organisation was particularly concerned about the move to significantly cull bull
tahr.
"We can understand the need to target nannies, but if you cull the bull tahr, you risk wiping out a
major trophy," he said.
"Bull tahr take up four to eight years to mature, and a reduction in bull animals could risk hunting
tahr losing its attraction to a point where the industry might not recover."
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"If you remove the bulls, your recreational hunters, your commercial hunters, they all disappear
from the market
"A reduction in bull numbers would not sustain the current and growing demand by trophy
hunters."
Federated Mountain Clubs president Peter Wilson said it was unfortunate that it had come to a
mass cull.
"But this is the legacy of years of under-funding of DOC. It is also the legacy of ignoring, or at
least not implementing, a plan that has existed now for 25 years," Wilson said.
"We would urge DOC to sit down with the recreational hunters and other relevant stakeholders
and work through the issues."
DOC will focus on the Rakaia, Rangitata, Gammack and Two Thumb ranges where there are
large numbers of tahr.
DOC Eastern South Island operations director Andy Roberts said the combined effort between
DOC, recreational and commercial groups over the past seven years have been removing on
average 4600 tahr per year.
"This combined effort is not keeping pace with the breeding rate so if no action is taken
immediately, the problem will only escalate," Roberts said.
Tahr graze at high altitudes, in alpine grasslands and sub-alpine shrublands, where they feed
most intensively on tall snow tussock and can kill entire plants.
Forest and Bird's regional manager for Canterbury, Nicky Snoyink, said she was disappointed
with the hunting fraternity's response to the cull.
"Leaving the main management of tahr numbers in the hands of the hunting community has led
to the out-of-control population increases," Snoyink said.
"Instead of a population of 10,000 animals we now have a population of over 35,000 tahr on
public conservation land and probably closer to 50,000 when non-conservation land is taken
into account - five times the maximum population required by the Tahr Control Plan.
"While recreational hunting has a role in pest control, it is essential that we do not hand over
conservation management to the hunters. Time after time we have learnt that recreational
hunting is not up to the task of achieving the desired conservation goals."
"Because of the past failures of recreational and commercial hunting we now need to reduce
tahr numbers by 80 per cent."
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DOC's tahr numbers questioned by hunters- (21st September 2018)
https://www.stuff.co.nz/timaru-herald/106979247/docs-tahr-numbers-questioned-by-hunters

A hunting organisation is disputing the numbers released by the Department of Conservation in
the wake of its proposed mass tahr cull, saying the proposal is "eradication in disguise".
DOC announced its intention to implement a mass tahr cull earlier this week, as it aims to keep
the population of the Himalayan tahr, an imported kind of mountain goat that is destroying alpine
vegetation, particularly on conservation land.
New Zealand Tahr Foundation spokesman Greg Duley said the proposed cull is based on
numbers that are inaccurate.
"DOC's own science they are basing the cull on has been hastily gathered, is statistically
borderline, and puts the population at anywhere between 17,000 and 50,000," Duley said.
"On top of the 3000 they recently culled, they are proposing to cull another 17,500 outside Mt
Cook and Westland National Parks, and all the tahr inside the National Parks. This is potentially
25,000 to 30,000 tahr, when the population may well be as low as 20,000
"We are not saying there does not need to be some reduction, but this is eradication in disguise,
not population control. This whole proposal smacks of indigenous fundamentalist ideology. It
defies the reality of NZ today," he said.
Duley said DOC's proposal to shoot 30 per cent of the total culled as identifiable bulls is
laughable, when their own data says they only make up 16 per cent of the population.
"Whoever wrote the plan did not look at their own science," Duley said.
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DOC Eastern South Island operations manager Andy Roberts said the claim males make up 16
per cent of the population wasn’t calculated by the Department.
"The estimate quoted is based on data collected during control operations targeting females and
juveniles where male tahr sightings were recorded. This is not a representative sample of the
population. The data collected was not across the entire tahr range and is not a reliable or
robust monitoring technique for estimating the population," Roberts said.
Duley's organisation is seeking a High Court injunction to thwart the proposed tahr cull, and is
pleading with DOC to work with hunting groups to sustainably manage the population.
"Over three years, we can reduce the population without destroying the multi-million dollar
industry that relies on it, nor the recreation of thousands of New Zealanders.
"Hunters want to manage the herds, they want to help conservation and they want to work with
a Department which listens and is considerate of the value game animals have to everyday New
Zealanders," Duley said.
Roberts said DOC had removed 2930 tahr from Aoraki/Mount Cook National Park in June as
"part of our regular tahr control operation".
DOC is sampling the population, he said.
"It's not a census, therefore there will always be an estimate of error as with any other scientific
survey.
"DOC used a systematic, unbiased sampling design to monitor the number of tahr across the
management zones and the data used to estimate the population are statistically robust."
Roberts said over the course of the past two years, DOC ran aerial surveys.
"Each 400 hectare site was independently surveyed three times with at least ten days between
each count. DOC teams collected data and the analysis was completed independently ...
Helicopter counts are an effective technique for monitoring ungulates in the Southern Alps," he
said.
In regards to claims that this is "eradication in disguise", Roberts referred Stuff to Conservation
Minister Eugenie Sage's remark in which she said "to be very clear there is no plan to eradicate
tahr".
Roberts said DOC had been working with the Tahr Liaison Group and met with them in August
to discuss how the group can assist in reducing tahr numbers.
"Following this meeting, a proposal was sent to the group. DOC is continuing to discuss with the
Tahr Liaison Group what a suitable target would be," he said.

Donations
Any donations to the Rotorua Deerstalkers would be highly appreciated and can be paid into
the bank account 01-0414-0016731-00
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web: www.nzdarotorua.org.nz
Branch Committee
President
Colin Petersen
Vice President
Dennis Price
Treasurer
Mark Slade
Secretary
Elvis Bowring
Range
Malcolm Perry
Mike Jamieson
Dennis Price

07 343 9481 021 223 3618
07 345 9826 027 200 6489
07 349 5360 0274 988 911
021 066 7868
07 348 4473 027 625 9608
027 440 4075
as above

Hunts
Hall Hire
Newsletter Editor
Webmaster
Sika Foundation Rep

Neil Fawcett
Mark Slade
Amy Nattrass
Isaac Shakesby
Denley Tarplett

087 350 2233 027 235 80002
07 349 5360 0274 988 911
0226 822 389
amynattrass@gmail.com
021 433 762
027 897 4368

General/Other

Malcolm Midgley
Paul Midgley
Ralph Price
Aaron Winter
Neville Hooker

021 856 660
021 728 550
07 357 2786
021 063 0516
021 1757 233

Library
Search and Rescue
Patron
Honorary Solicitor
Honorary Member
Life Members

Peter Graham
Cliff Graham
Rod Houghton
Barry Rodgers
Ross Burton
Malcolm Perry
Dennis Price
Rod Houghton
Owen Rumble
Gary Winslade
Rod Houghton
Ralph Price
Denis Price
Erin Patterson

07 333 1838
07 362 8883
07 332 2577
07 349 6393

Investment Trustees

DOC

027 205 1842

nzdarotorua@gmail.com

027 421 1489
027 681 4835

epatterson@doc.govt.nz

Range Keys
Any person who wishes to have a range gate key for the private use of our range must be a CURRENT FINANCIAL MEMBER of the
Branch and must obtain a key from Hunting and Fishing, Hamills, Outdoorsman HQ or Serious Shooters. You must have completed
the range induction protocol. Your membership card must be produced at the time of key purchase. Keys may not be lent or passed
on to other persons, whether they are members or not. Non-Members can only enter the Range if accompanied by a current
Financial Member. Any use of the range by non-members requires prior approval of the committee.
Membership Costs (Rotorua Branch)
Senior = $110 (full benefits at local and national branch level)
Associate = $70 (Unable to vote or enter national competitions. Does not receive H&W)
Junior = $25 (Must be less than 18 years of age as at March 1st 2011. Full benefits apart from voting rights.)
Student = $40 (Must be attending a tertiary institute or undergoing an apprenticeship. Proof must be provided.)
Superannuant = $50 (Over 65 as at March 1st 2011. Full benefits)
Family = $5 (Children or grandchildren), $10 partner or spouse.
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